Defend Innovation
How to Fix Our Broken Patent System

Executive Summary

The patent system is in crisis. Patents—particularly software patents—have become a tool for intimidation and expensive litigation, chilling the very innovation the patent system was supposed to encourage.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) launched the Defend Innovation project in June 2012 to propose specific ways to reform the patent system. We invited comments on our initial ideas, and over 16,500 people responded, sharing their stories, expertise, and alternative approaches.

Since then, patent reform has become a top priority for both Congress and the White House, with new legislative proposals to help curb patent misuse. The Supreme Court also issued a series of rulings that have introduced new clarity and common sense to questions of patent quality and litigation abuse.

But the work of fixing the patent system is far from complete. To help inform that effort, this paper synthesizes a huge corpus of material gathered in connection with the Defend Innovation project—comments and criticism from software engineers and lawyers, news stories and anecdotes, legislative efforts and court cases—with our own experience in the patent space. In Part 1, you will find a rundown of the issues plaguing the patent system today. In Part 2, we propose a series of solutions that Congress, the Patent Office, the courts, and companies can implement. Many—including us—question whether software patents should exist at all. Part 3 addresses this fundamental issue.

This report highlights how, since the mid-1990s, software patents in particular have proven to hinder rather than support innovation. For example:

- Software patents tend to be vague and overbroad, and they often cover every solution to a problem, rather than a specific solution, and leave the hard work of making functioning, usable products to others.

- The US Patent and Trademark Office does a poor job of reviewing software patent applications. One major issue is the limited time spent locating and reviewing previous inventions or publications, known as “prior art.”

- The recent flood of software patents has led to a dramatic rise of “patent trolls,” entities that monetize patents by suing or threatening to sue businesses, usually without making or selling a product themselves. Patent trolls now make up a majority of patent litigation. Their common tactics of frivolous lawsuits and forced settlements place a tremendous cost on innovators, busi-
nesses, and end users.

- Companies feel pressured to engage in a patent arms race, acquiring broad software patents for defensive purposes. If a company fails, its patents often end up in the hands of bad actors such as patent trolls.

But the problem doesn’t end with software patents; there are also deep flaws in the overall patent system. For example, the patent litigation system encourages patent owners to choose court venues favorable to patentees and prohibitively expensive or unfavorable for defendants (a practice known as “forum shopping”). Moreover, despite recent Supreme Court decisions that have dialed back some of the excesses of the patent system, patent quality remains low.

This paper also offers our thoughts on a better way forward. Congress, the courts, and the Patent Office all play significant roles in shaping the patent system, and fundamental reform will need action from all three. Legislative reforms should include:

- Passing measures that focus on strengthening patent quality—such as reaffirming limits on functional claiming and ending continuation abuse—as well as implementing inexpensive, efficient tools to challenge the validity of issued patents.

- Passing a comprehensive patent litigation reform bill, such as the Innovation Act, that levels the playing field and removes systemic advantages for patent trolls.

- Ending the Federal Circuit’s exclusive jurisdiction over patent cases, so that other appellate courts have a chance to offer alternative approaches and legal interpretations.

- Passing meaningful reform to discourage bad actors from sending frivolous demand letters.

- Putting a stop to “forum shopping,” the ability for patent owners to file suit in distant favorable districts that have minimal ties to defendant.

- These legislative reforms should be combined with action by the Patent Office to modernize its procedures (such as its use of online resources and databases) and promote patent clarity. The courts, for their part, could seek to limit exorbitant damages awards.

- Private parties also have a role to play. For example, companies could encourage open innovation by adopting alternative patent licensing schemes that prevent patents from being abused by trolls.

Fixing the current patent mess will require concerted action, but it can be done. Now more than ever, there is both the need and the will for real and lasting reform. We hope this paper will help.
Introduction

EFF launched the Defend Innovation project in June 2012 to start a conversation about patent reform.1 The Defend Innovation website (https://defendinnovation.org) discussed our concerns about the impact of our current patent system on innovation and offered seven policy proposals for public comment and critique:

1. The patent term should be shorter for software patents. It should last no more than five years from the application date.

2. If the patent is invalid or there’s no infringement, patent trolls should have to pay the winning party’s legal fees.

3. Patent applicants should be required to provide an example of running software code for each claim in the patent.

4. Infringers should avoid liability if they independently arrive at the patented invention.

5. Patents and licenses should be public upon filing. Patent owners should be required to keep their public ownership records up-to-date.

6. The law should do more to limit damages so that a patent owner can’t collect millions if the patent represented only a tiny fraction of a defendant’s product.

7. Congress should commission a study and hold hearings to examine whether software patents actually benefit our economy at all.

Over the following two-and-a-half years, Defend Innovation received over 16,500 signatures and comments, and the specific proposals received over 150 thoughtful comments. The signatures of individuals in support of reforming the patent system to defend innovation, not hinder it, are available on the Defend Innovation website.

EFF also met with a variety of companies, soliciting anonymous comments from software engineers and lawyers on how software patents have affected their workplace and productivity.

In addition, we co-hosted a public meet-up with Mozilla at their headquarters in San Francisco. Around thirty entrepreneurs, software engineers, and lawyers attended, offering stories about the effects of patents as well as potential solutions. A particular story from the event about an engineer’s attempt to make a low-cost heart monitor—an idea he abandoned after finding broad patents that seemed to cover his innovation—was featured in the radio show This American Life’s episode “When Patents Attack… Part Two!”

After two years of research, with help from the public, we’ve come to a few conclusions about how to fix the patent crisis (or at least bring it under control). Step one, however, is to define the problem.
PART 1 – THE PROBLEM

A. The root of the problem: Too many bad patents

The U.S. patent system has one primary purpose, embodied in the Constitution itself: to encourage innovation. The basic bargain is simple: in exchange for disclosing their inventions (so that others may build upon them), inventors get a “limited private monopoly” on those inventions. As the Supreme Court has explained, a well-functioning patent system will only grant a patent for “those inventions which would not be disclosed or devised but for the inducement of a patent.” If we grant patents on mundane improvements that would have existed anyway, the patent bargain isn’t much of a deal for the general public; we are stuck with the cost of the monopoly, but get little in exchange. Similarly, if an inventor can get a patent over technology that is broader than the inventor’s actual contribution, the public will again have given the inventor a significant benefit without having received a corresponding contribution of knowledge.

Unfortunately, the current patent system isn’t doing a very good job of fulfilling its purpose. The United States Patent Office is issuing far too many weak and overbroad patents, particularly on software. And many of the courts that end up reviewing those patents seem unwilling to second-guess the Patent Office. Instead of promoting innovation, these patents become landmines for companies that bring new products to market.

Today, the problem is made worse by the rise of non-practicing entities: companies that own patents but have no intention of actually developing and marketing new technologies based on the inventions those patents cover, or even helping others to do so by, say, licensing those patents out at a reasonable rate. Instead, these companies, often called patent trolls, are only interested in using their patent portfolios to extract undeserved fees from real innovators who happen to develop a technology that might relate to something in that portfolio. These innovators often have no idea that they might be infringing a patent until they get a nasty letter in the mail demanding payment.

B. Software patents: lurching toward system failure

The “bad patent” problem is particularly present in software.

Software patents are a relatively new phenomenon. In the early years of computing, the Patent Office was generally reluctant to issue patents that covered software. Yet this did not impede software development. To the contrary, software grew “from being a nonexistent industry to a major, flourishing, and highly innovative industry without patent protection.” For example, Microsoft became an industry giant while almost completely ignoring the patent system. In its first fifteen years (1975-1990), the company transformed from a tiny startup into a $1 billion a year company while acquiring only five patents.

But then the law changed. In the mid-1990s, the Federal Circuit, the court that hears patent appeals, ruled that a programmed general-purpose computer could be patentable. This opened the floodgates to software patents. By the end of the 1990s, the Patent Office was issuing nearly 20,000 software patents a year. Just a decade later that number had doubled. In 2013, the Patent Office issued approximately 68,000 software patents. Today, Microsoft alone applies for between 2,000 and 2,500 patents every single year.
That’s a lot of patents. With roughly 400,000 software patents in force today it has become virtually impossible, as a practical matter, for entrepreneurs and engineers to avoid stepping on some purported inventor’s toes, no matter how hard they try.

1. **Software patents tend to be vague and overbroad**

The sheer number of software patents might be less of a problem if the patents themselves were narrow and clear, so innovators could know what was covered. Unfortunately, software patents are rarely clear. Instead, the claims in software patents (the language that is supposed to mark the boundaries of the invention) are usually vague and overbroad.

In some fields, inventions can be described, or “claimed,” with precision. For example, chemical inventions can usually be claimed with a well-understood chemical formula. In contrast, software does not have a standardized lexicon. As a result, unscrupulous patent owners can insist that their patents cover a wide range of technologies.

The widespread use of vague language also helps patent applicants get low-quality applications past the Patent Office. By describing old or obvious ideas with new words, applicants can convince the Patent Office that their invention is worthy of a patent. As one technology company lawyer told EFF:

> I can take something where the prior art is so obvious and turn it into something that the Patent Office thinks is novel. There is no one set of shared terminology for how these things work. It’s easy to come up with a term that sounds technical or real . . . that the Patent Office will think is real.

As the Federal Trade Commission explained in a 2011 report, the prevalence of such patents works to “encourage[e] patent speculation, ex post licensing and ‘being infringed’ as a business model.”

Many of those who submitted comments to Defend Innovation complained that vague and overbroad software patents are harming creators. Here a sample of what we heard:

- “Software patents are generally written in vague and nontechnical legal language, which obfuscates the patent in question . . . and also makes it easy to dramatically extend the patent to elements not considered at all when the patent was originally filed.”
- “As a developer for a small startup, absurd software patents are a constant worry. Stories abound of people like us getting pressured out of existence over the use of incredibly vague, basic interface elements and system components.”
- “It is nearly impossible to write a program these days without inadvertently infringing on some overly vague, obvious idea that a large company managed to slip by the Patent Office. Programming is hard enough without having to tiptoe through a minefield.”
- “It is impossible to code anything innovative without stepping on countless patents—the general advice is ‘never search for prior art’ as doing so means if the ‘owner’ of the patent wants to enforce the trivial patent, damages are triple. This means that the goal of patents which is to expand the sharing of knowledge is fundamentally broken.”

By law, the Patent Office isn’t supposed to issue patents that can’t be understood. The law requires patents to “particularly point[] out and distinctly claim[] the subject matter” that the patentee regards as her invention. Unfortunately, for many years the Federal Circuit had said this standard was
met so long as the claims weren’t “insolubly ambiguous,” an extremely low burden for any patentee to meet.

Recently, the Supreme Court issued an opinion that should help address the problem of vague patents. In *Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc.*, the Supreme Court held that the Federal Circuit’s standard was too low. The Supreme Court stated that claims must “inform, with reasonable certainty, those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention.” Unfortunately, however, the Supreme Court’s new standard only addresses the issue of how much a patentee can attempt to claim, but doesn’t address the issue of non-standardized language.

### 2. The Patent Office isn’t helping

When the Patent Office reviews a patent application, one of its tasks is to search for prior art (publications and uses from before the filing date of an application) that might show the claimed invention is not new or is obvious in light of what came before.

This is a difficult task. The universe of potential prior art is huge; it can include any publicly available product, academic article, thesis, website, or blog post existing before the filing date of the application. For software-related applications, the most relevant prior art will likely include numerous sources—such as open-source code—that are not easily located and searched. If the Patent Office misses key prior art, it will issue patents on existing or obvious ideas.

Unfortunately, the Patent Office doesn’t do a good job looking for prior art when it reviews applications for software patents. First, examiners spend very little time actually looking for prior art. Patent examiners spend an average of only 19 hours per application, and only a fraction of that time is devoted to looking for prior art. Research confirms that as they spend less time reviewing applications, examiners become less and less likely to reject claims based on obviousness.

Second, examiners are looking for prior art in the wrong places. Examiners tend to use a limited set of databases containing patents and technical journals. But when it comes to software, the most relevant prior art may not exist in a journal. Instead, it may be in a website or a repository of open source code. In that case the Patent Office will almost certainly miss it.

Many of those who submitted comments to Defend Innovation complained about software patents on old or trivial ideas:

- “Amazingly, it is often impossible to find a new idea, much less a non-obvious new idea, in existing software patents.”
- “Obtuse thoughts, over generalization, . . . ‘and the obvious reworded’ have become a legal battleground . . . which no small or independent entity wants to cross into.”
- “When I read patents I very rarely see ‘innovation,’ instead I see obvious extensions of existing technology.”
- “The fact that it is so easy to accidentally infringe a patent, means that these patents were so obvious that they should never have been granted.”
- “I look at some of these patents and wonder if the [Patent Office] ever researched obvious prior art.”
- “I make my living off intellectual property and yet constantly feel the threat of my industry being
destroyed by people patenting extremely obvious things just to collect from those of us actually coding.”

3. **Software patents too often purport to cover every solution to a problem, rather than the particular solution developed by the inventor**

Software patent applications tend to be written in a way that expands the scope of the patent to every possible solution to a problem. In other words, they try to encompass, or claim, the functions of the software, rather than the particular approach developed by the applicant. For example, they claim any and all algorithms, methods, and devices (whether previously existing or not) that achieve a desired outcome, and leave the work of figuring out actual algorithms, methods, and devices to others. This has been referred to as “functional claiming.”

Take claim 1 of US Patent 6,529,725. This patent purports to describe a new system for secure transactions that includes a step of obtaining authorization from the account owner. Yet the claims are drafted with such broad and functional language that they would cover essentially any kind of transaction, however implemented. For example, claim 1 includes empty language like “a transmitter for transmitting” and “a processing device for processing the transaction information.” As Professor Mark Lemley explains, allowing this kind of language in software patents is like allowing someone who developed a cholesterol-reducing drug to claim “atoms configured in a way that reduces human cholesterol.”

The Patent Act contains a provision that is supposed to limit the scope of patent claims written in functional terms. Unfortunately, the Federal Circuit has interpreted this provision narrowly and makes it far too easy for patent applicants (through their attorneys) to avoid it. Dissenting from one such decision, current Chief Judge Sharon Prost explained that, thanks to the court’s jurisprudence, a “minor drafting decision” (in that case, using the word “heuristic” instead of “means”) can allow a patent owner to “greatly expand[] the scope of the claim limitation.” Another recent case held that the term “distributed learning control module” (a term that has no standard meaning that we know of) was not a functional term like “means” and therefore allowed the patentee to claim any and all “modules” that could be used to carry out the desired result. This means “patent applicants are able to claim broad functionality without being subject to the restraints imposed by [the Patent Act].” While this may seem like an arcane legal dispute, functional claiming is a key feature of vague and overbroad software patents.

4. **Software patents leave the difficult work—actually developing and marketing a successful product—to others**

Patent applications are supposed to “enable” the invention. In other words, the applicant is supposed to teach the public how to make the thing they are claiming, so that when the patent expires, the public can use the information to practice the invention. Unfortunately, software-related applications enable very little.

As noted in the previous section, software patents rarely contain any actual software. The hard and time-consuming work—writing the code—is left as a task for the reader. This creates an imbalance. Someone who simply wrote a wish list of functions can later demand money from companies that spent years developing, debugging, testing, and perfecting commercial products. Even if applications
did include code, software patents would still protect far more than that program. This is because the scope of the patent is determined by the vaguely worded claim language. So the imbalance would remain—the patent owner gets a monopoly that exceeds his or her contribution and restricts follow-on development.

Consider the infamous patent troll Lodsys, which owns a family of patents relating to remote customer feedback in early-90s technology like fax machines. Lodsys argues that its broadly worded patents cover contemporary features like in-app purchases. But the patents provide absolutely no useful information for someone trying to build a modern product. As one commentator wrote:

I’ve looked at Lodsys’s four patents and I can’t see how reading those patent documents (which those app developers didn’t do anyway) would really put a developer much closer to an implementation than starting from scratch.

Unlike patent trolls, actual innovators—the companies trying to bring new products and services to the marketplace—rarely rely on software patents. Many who submitted comments to Defend Innovation also complained that software patents provide little or no practical value for a programmer:

• “For the knowledge to be useful, patents must not be riddled with legalese, designed to appease lawyers and courts. . . . It’s no coincidence that software developers look at journals, papers, and Wikipedia—not patents—as useful bodies of knowledge.”

• “The goal of patents which is to expand the sharing of knowledge is fundamentally broken . . . . [Patents] never actually create the code for the innovation but still prevent an alternative inventor from creating the idea.”

5. Many other protections exist for software

Software, unlike other fields covered by patents, also receives some copyright protection. And trade secret protection is generally available for proprietary code. This means that companies usually have multiple legal remedies available if someone actually copies a program without permission. Many software engineers submitted comments to Defend Innovation stating that copyright provided enough protection for their work:

• “Copyright is the correct protection for software, not patents.”

• “When the only defense against a portfolio of vague and meaningless patents is to build up your own portfolio of vague and meaningless patents, something has to change. . . . [Copy]right is more than enough to protect our creative works.”

• “Copyright law is sufficient to protect developers. Software patents have no other purpose than to be used as industry weapons.”

Empirical research confirms that, in practice, the software industry treats patent protection as a very low priority. A recent study by the National Science Foundation found that, in the information sector (which includes software, Internet, and data processing) only 10 percent of companies found patents either “very” or even “somewhat” important. Those companies rely instead on copyright, trademark, and trade secret protection. Indeed, from 1994-2004, only 20 percent of software startup companies even applied for a patent.
6. Incremental improvement: Alice v. CLS Bank

In June 2014, the Supreme Court issued a landmark ruling about what kinds of things can be eligible for patent protection (usually referred to as patent-eligible subject matter). In that case, Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International, the Court struck down a patent on a computerized method of using an escrow account to manage transactions. In essence, the Court held that simply adding “on a computer” to an abstract idea does not make it patentable.

The full impact of the Supreme Court’s decision in Alice will likely not be understood for a few years, but early indications are positive. District courts and the Federal Circuit have invalidated a number of low-quality software patents in the wake of Alice. However, these cases mostly considered patents that were particularly vulnerable to challenge under the new standard. The decision is unlikely to solve all problems with software patents, such as functional claiming and vague claim language. Nonetheless, it’s good to see the highest court in the nation strike a blow for sensible patent standards.

C. Patent trolls: Gaming the patent system

The past few years have seen the rise of the patent troll (often also referred to as “non-practicing entities” or “patent assertion entities”). As noted, these are companies that don’t create (or intend to create) any products or services but instead acquire patents and use them to extract licensing fees from companies that actually create products, services, and jobs. Trolls launch (or threaten) lawsuits based on vague and overbroad patents against unsuspecting companies in the hope of squeezing out settlements.

Trolls often target smaller companies, such as startups, that lack the resources to defend against a patent suit and thus have little choice but to pay extortionate settlement demands, diverting resources from actual innovation. Trolls also sue technology end users, such as retailers and restaurants, that have little to no knowledge about the operation of accused products or the prior art that may exist.

What is worse, certain courts encourage this behavior. Patent litigation is expensive and can attract economic activity to an otherwise sleepy locale. Some courts invite that activity by becoming “patent havens,” forums where defendants find it difficult, if not impossible, to quickly and efficiently resolve patent cases on the merits.

1. The past decade has seen a massive and sustained rise in patent troll litigation

There is no question that the past ten years have seen a huge increase in the volume of patent litigation. Moreover, this increase has been largely fueled by software patents and patent trolls. Prior to 1996, patent lawsuits numbered fewer than 2,000 per year. By 2004, that number had increased to approximately 3,000. And by 2013, the number of suits had doubled to over 6,000. More than half of patent suits filed in 2013 were filed by patent trolls.

Some commentators have claimed that the explosion in patent trolling is a myth. These critics claim the data is distorted by a provision of the America Invents Act (AIA) of 2011 that made it more difficult to sue multiple defendants in a single patent lawsuit. This so called “anti-joinder” provision meant that, in some cases, patent trolls who previously might have filed a single suit with over a dozen defendants instead needed to file over a dozen separate proceedings. Some of the recent increase in patent lawsuits is certainly explained by this change in the law.
Case Study: Lodsys Attacks App Developers

A single patent troll helps illustrate almost all of the problems we’ve identified in this report. The troll is Lodsys Group LLC, and it owns a patent family that relates to remote customer feedback for fax-era technology. It argues that the vaguely worded claims of its patents cover the “in-app purchasing” features of today’s smartphones. In a years-long campaign, Lodsys has sued dozens of companies from large technology firms to tiny startups. It has also sent hundreds of demand letters to small application developers.

Lodsys’s conduct covers the entire spectrum of patent abuse:

Vague claims and continuation abuse: Lodsys filed continuation applications with almost comically vague language (like “trigger event” and “perception information”) that it stretches to argue that its patents cover today’s technology.

End-user suits: Lodsys has sued or threatened hundreds of small application developers for allegedly infringing its patents. It claims that these developers infringe by using Google and Apple’s in-app purchase APIs. But Lodsys has not sued Google or Apple because Google and Apple already have a license to Lodsys’ patents. The principle of patent exhaustion should protect application developers. Lodsys has settled any cases that have come close to reaching judgment on that issue.
Lack of Transparency: Lodsys acquired its patents from another shell company controlled by mega-troll Intellectual Ventures. This is significant because Google and Apple’s license to the patents likely comes from their agreements with Intellectual Ventures. The lack of transparency has made this difficult to confirm. All of the evidence suggests that Lodsys is a shell company created to file nuisance litigation that Intellectual Ventures was not able or willing to file in its own name.

Forum shopping: Lodsys is a shell company based in Marshall, Texas. Like so many other patent trolls, it is located there solely to take advantage of the patent-friendly Eastern District of Texas.

Using the cost of litigation to extort settlement: Lodsys has become infamous for settling cases before courts have an opportunity to reach the merits of any of its claims. For example, Apple intervened in a case to argue that its license protected the developers that had been sued. After the issue was fully briefed but before it was decided, Lodsys settled the litigation. Similarly, when software security company Kaspersky Lab refused to surrender, Lodsys settled for nothing (yes, absolutely nothing) rather than have its claims adjudicated on the merits. In other words, when its ploy of using the cost of litigation as a weapon failed, Lodsys simply walked away.

Lodsys and the people behind it have exploited almost every defect in the patent system as they mounted a massive trolling campaign. The case shows how problems—both at the Patent Office and in the courts—combine to give trolls powerful weapons to extort settlements. Lodsys has contributed nothing to innovation, yet continues to harass hundreds of productive companies.
But even taking the impact of AIA into account, data confirms that there has been a massive increase in patent troll litigation over the past decade. In 2004, patent trolls sued 634 unique defendants. By 2013, that number had skyrocketed to 3,785, an increase of over 600%. Given such a sudden and dramatic increase, the rise in patent trolling is not a “myth.”

2. The patent troll business model takes advantage of vague patent language and liberal pleading standards unique to patent cases

Trolls take advantage of vague words and phrases in patents to expand the scope of their claims in ways that are difficult, if not impossible, to predict. That is, even if the accused infringer were to read the patent closely, she would be hard pressed to understand how she infringed it. This problem is compounded by the fact that the legal complaint filed at the start of a patent lawsuit doesn’t have to be very specific. In other words, the troll doesn’t even need to inform the alleged infringer in any meaningful way how, exactly, she has copied or used the patented invention. A patentee is not required to identify which claims are allegedly infringed nor specific product functionality that allegedly infringes.

Thus a troll with weak infringement claims can avoid the kind of scrutiny, by both the alleged infringer and the courts, that would normally cause frivolous claims to be immediately tossed out of court. In addition, vague statements about infringement make it difficult for the defendant to quickly and easily consider all potential defenses and responses, including the possibility of designing around the patent and finding the most relevant prior art.

3. The extraordinary cost of defending a patent lawsuit forces targets to settle

Patent litigation is expensive, and trolls know it. As one commenter succinctly stated: “Many of us are forced to settle with patent trolls because the cost to take them to court is far higher than the cost of simply paying them off.”

The American Intellectual Property Law Association estimates that for district court cases with less than $1 million at risk, the median costs of litigation through trial against a troll are approximately $600,000. Although the America Invents Act introduced new, more cost-effective procedures to challenge patent claims, the costs may still be significant for a small patent defendant. Furthermore, settlement provides certainty, whereas challenging a patent involves a lot of risk, especially in light of the heavy presumption of validity a defendant must face in district court litigation. Trolls have used these realities to pressure for settlement, for example by seeking amounts less than the cost of litigation, with full knowledge that the business incentive likely leans toward settlement.

Fee shifting under 35 U.S.C. § 285 is often cited as a way to incentivize defendants to fight against a frivolous lawsuit. That statute allows a court to award fees to the prevailing party in “exceptional cases.” Federal Circuit case law had made it very difficult to collect fees under the standard it developed. This issue made it to the Supreme Court in early 2014 with the case Octane Fitness v. Icon Health and Fitness. The court unanimously ruled that the Federal Circuit’s reading of Section 285 was far too inflexible. The Octane Fitness ruling was a welcome, practical reading of the fee-shifting statute, as it lowered the standard required for defendants to be awarded fees and costs incurred in defending against a lawsuit.
The ruling—and the statute—give quite a bit of discretion to judges to rule on when fee shifting is warranted. In an ideal world, this flexibility isn’t bad, but some courts, such as the Eastern District of Texas, are notoriously pro-patentee; given wiggle room, they may not choose to award fees. And the Federal Circuit, if the pre-Octane past is prologue, has strongly signaled it doesn’t think highly of fee shifting. Subsequent Federal Circuit and district court opinions made by Federal Circuit judges sitting by designation have again pushed back on the availability of fees. Furthermore, even if a court orders a patent troll to pay the defendant’s fees, defendants may find it difficult to collect. It is often difficult to determine who is the owner of a patent, who is controlling the litigation, and where any assets are located.

Regardless of whether a defendant ultimately recoups its fees, however, defense against a troll imposes a tax on the true innovators as it diverts time and energy away from hiring new employees, expanding and developing new products, and growing small businesses. Comments to Demand Innovation reflect these realities:

- “We have noticed an increase in patent infringement claims in recent years. Every single one of these baseless claims has cost us scarce time and money, and hurts our ability to keep hiring.”
- “As the owner of a unique software product, I feel particularly exposed to the current weakness of the patent system. . . . The cost of defending one’s work, especially for an independent or small company developer, inhibits the ability to defend and represent one’s creation. The system that sought to support us has now been turned against us. It is time to take what we have learned and reform the system. The cost of not doing [so] will continue to bankrupt innovation and our small business technological community.”

The money paid out in settlement does not compensate the economy for these lost opportunities. It has been estimated that in 2010, trolls caused over $80 billion in lost wealth to defendants, while less than two percent of that amount represented transfers to independent inventors.

4. Patent trolls are gaming the system by suing end users instead of manufacturers

Direct infringement doesn’t require the infringer to have known about the patent its accused of infringing. That means it doesn’t matter whether you intend to infringe; if you use a patented invention without permission, knowingly or not, you may be on the hook.

That, in turn, means trolls can sue people and companies who are not usually in the business of patenting or technology, but merely buy, sell, or use a product “off-the-shelf”—such as an office scanner or wireless router. These defendants likely have little knowledge of how a product was made or developed, nor how it operates, making it difficult—if not impossible—for them to determine whether a product infringes. Furthermore, validity defenses are also difficult, as the customer is often less familiar with the prior art. If the defendants wanted to challenge the patents based on prior art, they would need to seek expertise from outside the firm, incurring significant expenses to do so.

Customer suits often occur for a second reason: the number of customers is often greater than the number of manufacturers, allowing patent trolls to impose higher litigation costs through lawsuits against a larger number defendants. This has the effect of distributing defense costs across multiple parties, creating barriers to efficient resolution of claims.
Traditionally, courts have recognized that lawsuits against customers are inefficient at best.\textsuperscript{87} But too often patent trolls have been able to prevent manufacturers from intervening in patent litigation.\textsuperscript{88} Even where manufacturers were successful in bringing actions to challenge a troll’s claims, courts have denied motions to stay the customer suits.\textsuperscript{89}

When sued for patent infringement, customers are at a disadvantage, and under an even larger incentive to settle. Trolls have taken advantage of the law to extract unearned and unjustified settlements. Because of this, as noted by one commenter, “patent infringement should not target the end user but the[] developer of the product that infringes on the patent.”\textsuperscript{90}

5. **Out-of-control damages awards fuel patent trolling and coerce defendants into settlement**

When a troll brings a lawsuit, one of the most effective pieces of information it can use to coerce settlement is the possibility of staggering damages awards. For example, a troll may cite to Apple v. Samsung, where a jury awarded Apple the equivalent of $48 per infringing device.\textsuperscript{91} This amount is staggering considering that smartphones are estimated to be covered by over 250,000 patents, and if such a valuation were applied to all relevant patents it would require Samsung to sell its phones at over $2 million each just to break even.\textsuperscript{92}

The Federal Circuit has encouraged such staggering awards by failing to recognize that patent infringement damages, absent a finding of willfulness, are not meant to punish the infringer.\textsuperscript{93} That is, the Federal Circuit has adopted damages rationales under a “deterrence” theory, even though it is not possible for an innocent infringer, i.e. those who never knew of the patent they were infringing, to be deterred.\textsuperscript{94} Trolls use this fact to pressure defendants into settlements that vastly overcompensate the troll given the actual value of the patent.

6. **Forum shopping by patent trolls puts unfair pressure on defendants**

The litigation tactic of “forum shopping”—preferring certain jurisdictions over others because of their history of favorable rulings and practices—is also being used by patent trolls to extract undeserved settlements.\textsuperscript{95} Although the Federal Circuit was created, in part, to reduce forum shopping by patent litigants,\textsuperscript{96} it is clear that forum shopping by patentees has now shifted to the district court level.

There were over 6,000 patent cases filed in 2013.\textsuperscript{97} Remarkably, almost half of these cases were in two districts: the Eastern District of Texas and the District of Delaware.\textsuperscript{98} The concentration of patent litigation has become so acute that, in 2013, over 900 patent cases were assigned to a single judge in the Eastern District of Texas.\textsuperscript{99} A recent paper has persuasively argued that this phenomenon can be explained, at least in part, by procedural differences between forums.\textsuperscript{100}

These procedural differences create more and less hospitable forums for patent litigation. For example, patentees tend to favor forums that tend to push litigation towards trial as quickly as possible. There are various reasons for this,\textsuperscript{101} but importantly for a patent troll, it puts settlement pressure on a defendant by limiting the amount of time available to mount a defense.\textsuperscript{102} As another example, certain judges in the Eastern District of Texas require permission before any “summary judgment” is filed.\textsuperscript{103} Summary judgment allows a case to be decided quickly, without a full-blown trial and the costs that go with it. By limiting the availability of lower-cost resolution, this rule increases the likeli-
hood that the case will be scheduled for trial, where patentees are generally more successful than on summary judgment. Not unexpectedly, for a defendant this increases settlement pressure, especially given the costs and uncertainty involved in going to trial.

Certain district courts appear to have encouraged this forum shopping by not only creating unique procedural rules, but also making it difficult, if not impossible, for defendants to transfer to more suitable forums. This unwillingness to transfer has led the Federal Circuit to grant mandamus (this is a relatively rare kind of appeal that takes place in the middle of the lower court proceeding) in at least 20 cases since 2008, a determination that generally requires a finding of a “clear abuse of discretion” by the district court. Of the 20 times mandamus was granted, 18 were from cases originated in the Eastern District of Texas.

D. Defensive patenting: The tech sector isn’t helping itself

Defensive patenting is the phenomena of building a patent portfolio with the primary goal of deterring lawsuits from other companies. The idea is to build up a stockpile of patents that other companies probably infringe; if they threaten you, you can threaten them back. Many of the engineers, developers, and investors that we talked to complained about the pressure to file as many patents as possible, regardless of quality, solely for defensive purposes.

Defensive patenting is a wasteful arms race. As technology writer Julian Sanchez explains, “[a] patent that’s useful for ‘defensive’ purposes is very likely to be a bad patent.” He points out that in order for a patent to be useful defensively, it must be broad enough to cover ideas that other companies would come up with. “A patent that is truly so original that somebody else wouldn’t arrive at the same solution by applying normal engineering skill is useless as a defensive patent,” he says. “The ideal defensive patent, by contrast, is the most obvious one you can get the U.S. Patent Office to sign off on—one that competitors are likely to unwittingly infringe.”

A CEO at a small technology company told us, “I believe the value in what we do doesn’t really depend on patents. My only interest in applying for patents in the future is defensive.” An engineer at a major technology company told us a similar story about why he filed for patents at his previous job. “Fear,” he said. “Nobody wants to make something—to try to make the universe a more interesting place—then find that they’ve pissed off somebody with a big bat.” Recent patent wars in the smartphone industry have led to an acceleration of defensive patenting. The New York Times reported that, in 2011, “for the first time, spending by Apple and Google on patent lawsuits and unusually big-dollar patent purchases exceeded spending on research and development of new products.” With these stresses, companies feel the need to patent early and patent often.

A number of engineers complained to us that they had been pressured to file patents on software ideas they knew to be obvious. One software engineer explained: “My manager at the time agreed that the patent system was ridiculous, but his opinion at the time was: if that’s the game, we have to play it. Everyone else is going to patent ridiculous stuff, you should too.” An entrepreneur told us: “I’m not a believer in patents. I’m not a believer in wasting the time to do the patent stuff when we’re limited in resources and I need to do other things. But I’m probably going to be pushed down that direction in order that the company may live, in which case I’m going to make some misshapen little patent that in the worst-case scenario will become the property of a troll.”
Defensive patenting feeds the flood of low-quality software patents, which, in turn, can find their way into the hands of patent trolls. Indeed, most of the patents being used by trolls were originally filed by operating companies. Moreover, defensive patenting offers no protection from the trolls themselves. In most cases, a troll’s only asset is its patent portfolio so it doesn’t have any products or practices that could trigger a countersuit.

To help reduce the harm and waste caused by defensive patenting, we recommend that companies give more voice to engineers when considering patenting and adopt licensing practices that prevent patents from entering the hands of trolls (as described in Part 2E below).
PART 2 – SOLUTIONS

A. Introduction

In Part 1, we noted problems in our patent system and related developments since we first launched the Defend Innovation project. Let’s now turn to solutions.

We are seeing real and sustained interest in fixing our patent system. Congress has introduced several bills intended to fix various broken parts of patent law. President Barack Obama has supported reform and also ordered revisions to Patent Office procedures. The Supreme Court, in cases like Alice and Octane, has begun to restore sanity to the system—changes that are being reflected in lower court opinions (albeit with varying success). And private actors have turned to innovative licensing agreements and patent pools to commit their portfolio to defensive uses.

All three branches, as well as individuals and companies, have a part to play when it comes to patent reform. We need legislation that clamps down on litigation abuse by patent trolls and bad actors, and empowers those on the defensive end of frivolous lawsuits to fight back swiftly and cheaply. We need the Patent Office to reform its quality standards and prior art search tools to make sure broad, vague patents don’t issue in the first place. We need judicial decisions that reject vague patents and promote patent quality.

Based on comments, interviews, research, and policy shifts over the last two years, we have updated our proposals to fix the patent system from the initial seven offered when we launched Defend Innovation. Our proposals are as follows:

1. Congress

• Congress should pass measures that focus on strengthening patent quality—such as reaffirming limits on functional claiming and ending continuation abuse—as well as implementing inexpensive, efficient tools to challenge broad patents.

• Congress should pass a comprehensive patent litigation reform bill, such as the Innovation Act, that levels the playing field and removes systemic advantages for patent trolls.

• Congress should end the Federal Circuit’s exclusive jurisdiction over patent cases.

• Congress should pass meaningful reform to discourage and punish bad actors from sending frivolous demand letters.

• Congress should put a stop to “forum shopping” by making it harder for patent owners to file suit in certain courts solely in order to disadvantage defendants.

2. Courts

• Courts should limit exorbitant damages awards.

• Courts must faithfully apply recent Supreme Court decisions such as Alice and Octane.
3. **Patent Office**
   - The Patent Office must modernize its prior art search process to include online resources and databases.
   - The Patent Office should use standard glossaries. It should require applicants to use clearly defined terms to combat vague patent language.

4. **Companies**
   - Companies should adopt and support alternative patent licensing schemes that encourage openness and innovation, curb offensive litigation, and prevent patents from being abused by trolls.

B. **Congress must pass much-needed reforms**

Real patent reform depends in large part on real action from Congress. In late 2013, Congress took a major step toward patent reform when the House passed the Innovation Act by an overwhelming 321-90 bipartisan majority. Unfortunately, legislative efforts stalled in the Senate. When the new Congress sits in 2015, patent reform is likely to be back on the agenda.

The Innovation Act included many provisions designed to reduce patent troll abuse. These are discussed in more detail below. The Innovation Act is not a complete solution, however, because it did not include any significant provisions to improve patent quality. Our recommendation to Congress is that it pass a strengthened version of Innovation Act that also addresses the low-quality patents that fuel patent litigation abuse.

1. **Patent quality measures**

   There are two ways Congress can improve patent quality. First, it can stop bad patents from issuing in the first place. Second, it can give companies better tools to invalidate bad patents that have already issued.

   **Congress should resist calls to interfere with the Supreme Court’s decision in Alice v. CLS Bank**

   The first important thing that Congress can do is easy: don’t disturb the Supreme Court’s ruling in Alice. As noted above, Alice effectively holds that adding “do it on a computer” to an otherwise abstract idea does not make that idea patentable. Some commentators (oftentimes lawyers that benefit financially from a broad definition of what is patentable) have called for Congress to abrogate Alice. These commentators argue that Alice will be too difficult for courts to apply and will frustrate innovation. They are wrong on both counts.

   Alice is already working well in practice. Indeed, the first dozen patents invalidated under Alice are a rogue’s gallery of bad patents that should never have issued. They include, for example, a patent on computerized bingo and a patent on using a computer to upsell a customer. While Alice will not solve all problems with the patent system, it has given courts an important tool to invalidate the kind of highly abstract software patent most popular with trolls. Congress should let the decision stand. If anything, Congress should codify the long-standing judicial doctrine that patents are not available for laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas.
**Congress should reaffirm that an invention is not a desired result, but is rather the technology that can be used to achieve that result**

The law already provides that patent owners can’t claim to own a desired result without describing and limiting it to tools used to achieve those results. Unfortunately, the Federal Circuit has severely handicapped this law by enforcing it almost exclusively only when certain words appear in a patent’s claims. But a patentee can easily avoid those “magic” words, which leads to patentees claiming to own every possible way of achieving that result, even if achieved by later technology never thought of, described, or disclosed by the patentee.

Congress, if the Supreme Court fails to curtail the Federal Circuit, should step in and restore the law to its proper place by clarifying that statutory restrictions on functional claiming apply to all patents (regardless of the precise words used in the claims). This means that whenever a patent claims an invention by describing its function, the patent will be limited to the technology actually disclosed (or its equivalents). By enforcing this limit already part of the law, Congress will discourage vague patents and require patentees to actually describe how to implement claimed functions, providing the knowledge and notice patents are designed to do.

**Congress should expand successful programs for challenging issued patents at the Patent Office**

The America Invents Act of 2011 created some new procedures at the Patent Office for challenging patents that have already issued. These programs (which include what’s known as “Covered Business Method Review” and “Inter Partes Review”) provide significant new tools for challenging a patent’s validity. Although the two programs differ in scope and procedures, they both generally allow accused infringers to challenge a patent at the Patent Office. The procedures are cheaper and quicker than litigation (for example, they limit the availability of discovery and have strict deadlines) and have been widely used. Over 1,400 Inter Partes Review petitions were submitted as of June 30, 2014.

These procedures could be made even more effective and useful to defendants hit with frivolous lawsuits. First, both programs should be expanded. Inter Partes Review should be expanded to allow parties to ask the Patent Office to consider whether an issued patent actually covers an unpatentable “invention” (this is especially important in the wake of the *Alice* decision). Currently, Inter Partes Review petitions may only argue that a patent is invalid based on prior art printed publications or patents. Challenges based on the more fundamental question of whether the material is patentable in the first place are left to the courts, sharply limiting the usefulness of the Inter Partes Review procedure for parties that cannot afford to fight in that arena.

In addition, Covered Business Method Review should be expanded to allow challenges from any party, not only those sued or charged with infringement. Companies that are considering creating a competitor program should have a forum to challenge patents that create a business risk to the development of the program. Covered Business Method Review should also be made a permanent program. Currently, it is set to end by 2020, despite the fact that “business method” patents were regularly issued prior to *Alice* and would therefore last well beyond this sunset date.

Second, the Patent Office should reduce filing fees for these review procedures, especially for small businesses. Currently the costs are orders of magnitude more than the cost of filing a patent application. Many patent defendants are unable to afford those costs.
Congress should end continuation abuse

Because of the perverse incentives it creates at the Patent Office, Congress should limit the number of continuation applications a patentee may file.

“Continuation applications” are those that are based on one or more originally filed patent applications, claiming “priority” (for prior art and infringement purposes) to the original filing date of the original application(s). They include both continuation filings, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.53(b), and requests for continued examinations, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 132. Although slightly different in that the former is considered a “new” application and the latter merely “restarts” a previous application, they are both prone to the same abuse: both allow an applicant to endlessly churn an application.

This churning is extremely problematic. First, it allows applicants to “wear down” examiners, causing patents to issue when they should not. Second, studies indicate that the number of continuation applications has risen from 11% of all applications in 1980, to 40% of all applications today, creating a significant burden on the Patent Office and distracting it from considering new applications.

More importantly, however, it allows a patent applicant, upon seeing the success of a product in the market, to attempt to capture that product within a previously filed application. The maker of the product is then hit with a lawsuit based on infringement of something a patentee never before sought to claim. This eviscerates the public notice function of patents. An application that can be continually “updated” to claim matter disclosed but not previously claimed does not meaningfully point out to the public what the public can and cannot do—and instead sets a trap.

Congress can limit abuse of continuation applications by enacting reforms such as limiting the number of continuation applications allowed, placing time limits on the ability to file continuation applications and allowing for an alleged infringer of any granted continuation application to have a defense of independent invention prior to the filing of the continuation application, even if after the priority date of the application.

2. Congress should pass the Innovation Act

On December 5, 2013, the U.S. House of Representatives passed H.R. 3309, the Innovation Act, with a vote of 325-91. The Innovation Act was the most comprehensive of the many patent reform bills introduced that term. Authored by Rep. Bob Goodlatte, chair of the House Judiciary Committee, the bill introduced litigation reforms that would have made life much harder for patent trolls. Though the legislation passed the House with a bipartisan vote and support from the White House, patent reform was stopped in the Senate soon after.

The Innovation Act, while not perfect, featured promising reforms. The legislation focused on closing litigation loopholes exploited by patent trolls. While the bill once featured language that addressed patent quality (expanding Covered Business Method Review), this provision proved to be too politically controversial and was removed.

Congress should reintroduce the Innovation Act, with additional provisions addressing patent quality. The bill should include the following reforms:
Fee shifting

One of the biggest points of leverage patent trolls have over small businesses is the high-cost of patent litigation. If you’re a startup facing a troll lawsuit—even if the odds are in your favor, the patent being asserted is of poor quality, and the claims of infringement are spurious at best—legal fees could run into the millions of dollars. Although the Patent Act already allows for fee shifting, it is only for “exceptional cases.” Faced with these extreme costs, many businesses choose to settle rather than ride out a lawsuit.136

The Innovation Act—and several other bills introduced during the 113th Congress—featured fee shifting provisions that would make it easier for courts to determine if a losing party owed the winning party’s attorney’s fees.

The Innovation Act amended Section 285 to set a clearer standard for judges that leans in favor of fee shifting. It states that a court “shall award” fees unless the court finds that the losing party’s “position and conduct” were “reasonably justified in the law and fact.” As such, the statute would not deter those with legitimate claims and defenses, including small companies, from filing suit or defending a suit, as legitimate claims and defenses would meet the “reasonably justified standard.” On the other hand, those with weak and frivolous cases who are using patents merely to extort settlements will be deterred from pushing baseless claims.

End-user protections / customer stay

The Innovation Act also featured a provision designed to help protect end users. The “customer-suit exception” would allow manufacturers and suppliers to step into litigation against their customers. It also allows the cases against these customers to be put on hold until the manufacturer’s case is resolved.

As mentioned above, one egregious part of the patent troll problem involves lawsuits against end users—users who did not develop, manufacture, or sell the technology in question. These users have found themselves at the receiving end of lawsuits for simply buying off-the-shelf products. One particularly notable case involves the patent troll Innovatio, which targeted those who provide access to Wi-Fi networks in public spaces, like coffee shops and hotels. Other trolls have sued offices with networked scanners, podcasters, and entrepreneurs using generic app development tools. Most, if not all, of these defendants had no idea that any patent existed that might apply to how they use those products.

If manufacturers could step in and defend their customers, staying a magnitude of frivolous cases at the same time, patent trolls might be less inclined to target end users. Also, focusing a suit on a manufacturer promotes efficiency: the cost of litigation is kept low, and the question of infringement is more directly, and fairly, addressed.

Transparency

There’s a serious lack of transparency in the patent system, especially with what Professor Colleen Chien refers to as the “who owns what” problem. As she notes, it is often almost impossible to figure out who owns a particular patent and what other patents that particular entity owns. Knowing who owns what is especially important when dealing with patent infringement against distributors and end users, since an entity higher up the chain may have received a license from a previous owner or parent company already. Furthermore, transparency helps ensure that if fees are awarded to a defendant, they are better able to collect on those fees.
The Innovation Act set out to shine a light on patent ownership by requiring disclosure of all parties who have a financial interest in a patent and holding them to account if fees were awarded against the patentee.

**Heightened pleading**

Patent defendants should be able to determine, at the outset, how they have allegedly infringed someone else’s rights. Thanks to vague complaints, however, defendants are often forced to guess. Congress can help by requiring that a patentee state, in its complaint: (1) the claims alleged to be infringed; (2) whether the defendant allegedly infringes by direct, contributory, and/or induced infringement, with facts which would support each element of each type of claim; and (3) an analysis of how the accused systems, methods, or apparatuses are alleged to meet each limitation of each asserted claim and therefore infringe.

These requirements would benefit legitimate patent holders and alleged infringers alike. A detailed complaint will allow the parties to more accurately assess the strength of a case, which would put the parties in a better position to assess the possibility and desirability of settlement.

And it won’t burden legitimate patent holders. Patent holders are already required, pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to engage in a pre-filing investigation as to the alleged infringement. If they’ve done their homework, it should not be hard to explain how a defendant allegedly infringes at the outset of the case.

**Discovery reform**

Patent trolls use the expense of litigation to pressure defendants to settle, even when their underlying claims are weak. One major pressure point is the extraordinary cost of discovery (especially the cost of locating, reviewing, and producing electronic documents like email messages). Patent trolls, who are often shell companies with few employees and documents, face a much lower discovery burden—a fact they use to their advantage. Some will even openly threaten to make litigation as expensive as possible in order to extort a payment.

The General Counsel of SAS testified in front of Congress in 2013 that in just one patent case, his company was required to produce over 10,000,000 documents at a cost of over $1,500,000. Of these millions of documents, only 1,873 documents (0.000183%) appeared on the plaintiff’s evidence list for use at trial. SAS ultimately won that case before trial on summary judgment. Yet it still had to bear the extraordinary discovery cost.

The Innovation Act dealt with this problem in two ways. First, it delayed most discovery until after the relevant patent claims have been interpreted by the court. (This is known as claim construction.) In many cases, claim construction quickly disposes of a case by establishing that the defendant does or does not infringe. Delaying most discovery until after this point will save many innocent defendants from huge and unnecessary expenses.

Second, the Innovation Act limited discovery to “core documents.” These are defined as those documents most likely to be relevant to the litigation (such as documents about how the accused products actually work). Plaintiffs that want additional discovery will have to pay for it themselves. This should stop patent trolls from using asymmetric discovery burdens as a litigation weapon. Taken together with the other reforms in the Innovation Act, this will make the patent troll business model much less attractive.
3. An end to the Federal Circuit’s exclusive jurisdiction over patent cases

In 1982, Congress created the Federal Circuit in an attempt to create consistency in patent law and limit forum shopping in patent appeals. However, the concentration of all patent appeals in one court has led to its own problems.

First, limiting patent appeals to one court limits the “marketplace of ideas” in patent law. But by allowing different circuit courts to hear and decide patent cases, we are more likely to hear competing viewpoints on how the law should develop. This is not a bad thing. As the Chief Judge of the 7th Circuit recently stated in arguing that the Federal Circuit’s exclusive jurisdiction over patent cases should end:

[C]ircuit splits and disagreements with colleagues force judges to sharpen their writing, push them to defend their positions, and from time to time persuade them that someone else’s perspective is preferable. This process of testing and experimentation is lost when uniformity is privileged above all other values.

Second, the Federal Circuit is widely perceived as “pro-patent.” This has led to an explosion of patents being granted where Supreme Court precedent would have otherwise limited their availability, encouraging the filing of vague, overbroad, and ineligible patent applications we see today. The pro-patent perception of the Federal Circuit has become so widespread that the Federal Circuit has been cited as a reason why Europe should not adopt a single unified patent court. Confidence in the impartiality of the Federal Circuit has been further undermined by revelations that its chief judge (who has since resigned) had improper communications with a patent lawyer that regularly appeared before the court.

The Federal Circuit was a good idea whose time has passed. Its exclusive jurisdiction over patent cases should end.

4. An end to deceptive demand letters

Deceptive demand letters are a significant problem. In one case, a secretive troll called MPHJ sent over 13,000 letters to small businesses demanding payment for using basic “scan to email” technology. During its campaign, MPHJ routinely lied about the licenses it had collected from other targets. Another troll, Innovatio IP Ventures, sent over 13,000 letters to businesses like cafes and hotels demanding payment for providing Wi-Fi. Many of Innovatio’s targets owned devices that were already protected by patent licenses. Every one of these deceptive letters wastes time and money as small businesses evaluate the risk.

Congress has recently considered a handful of bills directed at this problem. These bills give the FTC authority to act against certain kinds of deceptive statements. However, the FTC has already acted against MPHJ and secured a consent agreement preventing it from sending further deceptive letters. This suggests that the need for legislation in this area is less pressing. Nevertheless, a bill that clarified the FTC’s authority and provided for per-letter monetary penalties would deter abusive demand letters.

It is important that a demand letter bill is not a substitute for broader patent reform. Legislation in this area can only target the very worst actors who send knowingly deceptive letters. (As pre-litigation communications, demand letters receive strong First Amendment protection.) The broader problems of trolling and patent quality need more fundamental reforms.
5. **An end to forum shopping**

Congress should curtail the use of forum shopping by patent owners. Too often, patent trolls have been able to use the cost of litigating in a distant and inconvenient forum as a weapon. This is only compounded by plaintiff-friendly rules in some federal districts. Congress should ensure that patent cases are litigated in forums that make sense and are fair to both parties.

Congress could enact a rebuttable presumption that, in a patent case, the defendants’ principal place of business is the most convenient forum. A plaintiff could rebut this presumption by showing that its choice of forum is at least equally convenient. This would not disadvantage practicing entities plaintiffs because they could likely argue information, witnesses, and local interests favor their chosen forum. In contrast, there is little reason for favoring a patent troll’s choice of forum (trolls tend to have few documents and witnesses).

C. **Courts should limit out of control damages awards**

Exorbitant damages awards encourage patent litigation. To take one prominent example, Microsoft was forced to pay $290 million for infringing a patent that covered a single feature of Microsoft Word. Other eye-popping damages awards include: a $388 million award for patent troll Uniloc, also against Microsoft; a $1.54 billion ruling against Marvell for infringing two hard disk drive patents; and a $138 million award against SAP for infringement of two patents on a computerized method for pricing products. In recent years, patent trolls have tended to recover larger damages awards than operating companies, even though, by definition, they cannot suffer lost profits due to infringement. In the previous four years, median damages awards to non-practicing entities averaged more than three times awards for practicing entities.

Courts should make it harder for patentees to claim these kinds of awards. For example, courts should recognize that punitive damages awards are inappropriate absent a finding of willful infringement. Furthermore, courts should recognize that a “reasonable royalty” for a patent by an innocent infringer may well be nominal damages, i.e. just a token sum. Patent law allows a patentee to recover damages for infringement. But courts should recognize that a patentee who never practiced her invention nor attempted to license it has not been damaged more than a token sum. Stated differently, a patent grants the right to exclude. But patentees who lie in wait hoping for others to independently innovate have suffered no damages as they never attempted to enforce that right in the first place. Patentees should not be rewarded for the independent work of others if they never engaged in the work themselves, especially if it could have been easy to design around in the first instance. To do otherwise imposes costs that could have easily been avoided had the patentee actually enforced her right to exclude before investments were made in duplicative inventions. It also rewards the patentee whose only intent in filing a patent is to hope another person independently invents something similar, allowing her to sue.

D. **Reform at the United States Patent and Trademark Office**

Unlike many other agencies, the Patent Office does not have substantive rulemaking authority. This means that major changes to the patent system requires action from Congress or the courts. But there are still many procedural changes that the Patent Office can make to improve the patent system so that we see fewer improper patents.
1. **The Patent Office should modernize its prior art searching to include resources on the Internet**

The Patent Office should strongly encourage examiners to use public resources to search for prior art. The Internet has opened up a vast trove of information available from any location on earth. Despite this, the Patent Office persists in using antiquated technology for its prior art searches. A recent report noted that the Patent Office “the search tools used by examiners [are] built on proprietary technological designs from the 1980s.” Indeed, the Patent Office prohibits examiners from searching for prior art on the Internet other than to search for the general field if the patent application is not yet published. Given that patent examiners are encouraged to conduct only one search at the outset, they should at least be using 21st century tools and databases.

The Patent Office justifies its practice by claiming Internet searches may reveal confidential information. This claim does not hold water. The likelihood of any prior art search revealing any confidential information is extremely small, and far outweighed by the likelihood that excluding the best resource for searching for prior art will lead to the examiner missing invalidating prior art. This is especially true in light of technologies that exist today that limit the ability for third parties to gather any meaningful information about Internet searches. Alternatively, the Patent Office should encourage all examiners to conduct an Internet search as soon as an application is published, even if a search for prior art has already been conducted.

The Patent Office should also develop its own searchable database of open source software programs, and encourage submission of closed source code as a source of prior art. The Patent Office could collaborate with those in the industry to establish date-labeled databases that allow for search and annotation by the Patent Office. Such a database could be continually expanded as new products enter the field.

2. **The Patent Office should adopt policies to foster clarity in patent claims and specifications**

As mentioned, vague patents present a particularly pernicious problem because of the ability to twist disclosures in order to assert infringement. Two policies should be implemented in order to lessen the ability of applicants to rely on vague language.

First, the Patent Office should adopt rules that require applicants to clearly define terms used in the patent, both to allow a more efficient and complete search for prior art and to allow the public to better understand the scope of any resulting patent grant. For example, the Patent Office could expand a recent pilot project that allows applicants to expedite review of applications if a glossary of terms used in the specification is provided. Unfortunately, this program has not been widely used. The Patent Office should make participation mandatory for any applicant for a patent relating to software. Furthermore, the Patent Office should give examiners the authority to offer definitions of any term not defined by the patentee, requiring the patentee to state on the record with citation to evidence any alternative definition should she disagree with the examiner. This will help prevent patentees from later twisting vague terms to encompass systems and methods not contemplated by the patentee at the time of filing.

Second, the Patent Office should relax rules that prioritize formalism over clarity, such as the “single-sentence rule.” The Patent Office requires patent applicants to write claims that “begin[] with a capital letter and end[] with a period. Periods may not be used elsewhere in the claims except for abbrevia-
tions.” This rule, which is entirely of the Patent Office’s making, often leads to virtually incomprehensible claims, as applicants struggle to include everything in one elaborate sentence.

The rule should be repealed as an artifact of an earlier time. Instead, the Patent Office should enact a rule that encourages applicants to draft claims in the most legible way possible, regardless of whether or not it is in the form of a single sentence. Such a policy would improve patent clarity and better serve the public notice function of patents.

E. Promoting Openness and Innovation Through Alternative Patent Licensing

While we wait for action from Congress and the Patent Office, real innovators can do a great deal to help fix the patent system. For example, companies can pledge not to sell their patents to patent trolls, and, where practicable, invest in proceedings at the Patent Office to challenge low-quality patents. By invalidating troll patents and keeping patents out of trolls’ hands in the first place, productive companies can reduce the volume of troll litigation.

In addition, companies can explore alternative licensing models. Some alternative patent licensing agreements include:

- **The Defensive Patent License (DPL):** The DPL is a non-aggression pact for patents. Companies commit to never asserting any of their patents offensively against any other company that has also committed to the DPL.

- **Twitter’s Innovator’s Patent Agreement (IPA):** The company and its employees agree that any invention assigned by an employee to the company will fall under the IPA. Under the IPA, companies may only use a patent for defensive purposes unless the company has the inventor’s explicit consent to sue offensively.

- **The Open Invention Network (OIN):** OIN acquires patents and patent applications and makes them available royalty-free to any entity that agrees not to assert its patents against the Linux system.

- **License on Transfer (LOT):** Under LOT, companies license their patents to other LOT members, but the license to each patent will only become effective upon the patent’s transfer to a third party.

While these agreements do not offer a complete solution to the troll problem, wide participation in them should keep many patents away from trolls. This could have a real impact as approximately 70 percent of the patents being used by trolls originated with operating companies.

In addition to alternative patent licensing agreements, companies can consider joining various patent risk-management organizations. These include Allied Security Trust, RPX, and Unified Patents. These organizations take a variety of approaches including acquiring and challenging troll patents. For example, Unified Patents has filed petitions for inter partes review challenging troll patents in technology areas such as cloud computing.

The Juelsgaard Intellectual Property & Innovation Clinic at Stanford Law School, in partnership with EFF, Engine, and the Open Invention Network, has prepared a guide to alternative patent licensing agreements. This paper, *Hacking the Patent System*, provides more detail about how companies can navigate the patent system while promoting open innovation.
Part 3 – Fundamental Reform to Protect Free Software

All of the changes above should significantly reduce patent trolling and reduce the flood of low-quality patents. But this won’t solve a more fundamental problem: patents can be used as weapons against software developers even when they are not aware, and have no reason to know, that they might be infringing a patent. This is particularly harmful to the free software community. Free software relies on licenses, like the GNU General Public License, that allow subsequent developers to build upon the work of others. These licenses generally require anyone who copies and adapts free software to be bound by their terms. Patents threaten free software because they allow those outside the free software community to attack a project even when the patent owner’s work was not copied and contributed nothing.

By reducing competition (again, even from those who don’t copy), software patents favor the big over the small. Indeed, a handful of large companies file literally thousands of software patent applications every year. Given all the problems with software patents (such as vague claims, etc.), and the fact that software is already often protected by copyright, it seems excessive to grant the additional protection of patents. Ultimately, software patents interfere with the freedom to code. For many developers, this interference with their creativity is like being told they need permission before painting or writing a book, despite the idea for the painting or the book being wholly their own.

A. Abolish software patents

Many of those who submitted comments to Defend Innovation wanted one thing: the abolition of software patents. In fact, this was, by far, the most common response we received. As we explain in detail above, many of the problems with the patent system are more precisely problems with software patents, so it is understandable that many feel the best solution to these problems is to eliminate those kinds of patents.

There are two major challenges to this approach. First, in practice the concept of “software patent” can be difficult to define for purposes of drafting legislation. But even accepting that crafting (and interpreting) legislation to exclude software from patentability will be a challenge, many felt this was a minor problem compared to the problems caused by software patents, particularly given that other countries have proven that legislation is possible. With the strong backing of its technology community, for example, the New Zealand government recently clarified its laws to ensure that software is not patentable.

The second problem may be more formidable. At present, there is little political appetite, at least in Congress, for abolishing software patents. It is unlikely that abolishing software patents will be part of a patent reform bill in the near term. One way to overcome that hurdle is to continue to educate Congress, the courts, and the public about the harms caused by software patents. Congress itself should be proactive here, and commission a study and hold hearings to examine whether software patents actually benefit our economy at all, and we urge Congress to take that step.

Some respondents criticized EFF for supporting reforms, like fee-shifting, that fall well short of abolishing software patents. They are concerned that such reforms will only entrench a fundamentally flawed system. We recognize that concern, but we believe that any reforms that will reduce trolling—
particularly against small businesses and startups—are worthwhile. Similarly, reforms that slow the flood of low-quality software patents will reduce the ammunition that can fall into the hands of trolls or be abused by operating companies. So we will continue to work for improvements short of abolition, while educating policymakers about the harms of software patents generally.\footnote{183}

That said, we believe software patents, as a category, tend to do more harm than good. Congress should be looking closely at the approaches taken by many other countries to sharply limit the patentability of software.

\section*{B. Other options for reducing the harm caused by software patents}

Our original list of proposals at Defend Innovation included the suggestion that infringers should be able to avoid liability if they independently arrive at the patented invention.\footnote{184} Since very few patent cases involve allegations of actual copying (regardless of technology area), this would be a profound change to the patent system.\footnote{185} As the most radical of our proposals, it met a mixed response. Nevertheless, there may be less sweeping reforms that can protect inadvertent infringers, especially in software.

If our patent system is supposed to incentivize invention that we wouldn’t otherwise have, then it shouldn’t be needed where multiple parties independently develop a technology (especially when some of these actors are not motivated by the patent system, and indeed would prefer not to patent their work at all). The standard for obviousness should take this into account. If a party that is not motivated by patent protection independently develops a technology, this shows the patent system was not needed to bring this technology to the world. In these cases, the invention should be presumed to be obvious. This is essentially the proposal advanced by Professor John Duffy and others.\footnote{186} It would be especially powerful in protecting free and open source software, where developers rarely get patents. It could deter patent owners from attacking free software projects to which they made no contribution.

Another proposal is that instead of simply abolishing software patents, the law could provide that “developing, distributing, or running a program on generally used computing hardware does not constitute patent infringement.”\footnote{187} This would effectively be a safe harbor for software development. Safe harbors are not unprecedented in patent law. In 1996, Congress passed a safe harbor for surgical procedures.\footnote{188} Patent applicants might be able use the clever drafting of patent claims to evade a change to patent eligibility. A safe harbor is more resilient.\footnote{189} We believe this is a promising alternative to outright software patent abolition.
Conclusion

Significant improvement in the patent system will require major changes in Congress, in the courts, and at the Patent Office. While the Supreme Court has made progress with its recent decisions in *Alice*, *Nautilus*, and *Octane*, much more remains to be done. EFF believes that improving patent quality and reducing trolling will bring significant benefits. In the long term, however, we need fundamental reform to protect free and open source software. Ultimately, software patents have proven to hinder rather than promote innovation.
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